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A
rtificial intelligence (AI) is not just a 

new technology that requires regula-

tion. It is a powerful force that is re-

shaping daily practices, personal and 

professional interactions, and environ-

ments. For the well-being of humanity 

it is crucial that this power is used as a force 

of good. Ethics plays a key role in this process 

by ensuring that regulations of AI harness its 

potential while mitigating its risks.

AI may be defined in many ways. Get its 

definition wrong, and any assessment of the 

ethical challenges of AI becomes science fic-

tion at best or an irresponsible distraction at 

worst, as in the case of the singularity debate. 

A scientifically sound approach is to draw on 

its classic definition (1) as a growing resource 

of interactive, autonomous, self-learning 

agency, which enables computational arti-

facts to perform tasks that otherwise would 

require human intelligence to be 

executed successfully (2). AI can 

then be further defined in terms 

of features such as the computa-

tional models on which it relies or 

the architecture of the technology. 

But when it comes to ethical and 

policy-related issues, the latter dis-

tinctions are unnecessary (3). On 

the one hand, AI is fueled by data 

and therefore faces ethical challenges related 

to data governance, including consent, own-

ership, and privacy. These data-related chal-

lenges may be exacerbated by AI, but would 

occur even without AI. On the other hand, 

AI is a distinct form of autonomous and self-

learning agency and thus raises unique ethi-

cal challenges. The latter are the focus of this 

article.

The ethical debate on AI as a new form of 

agency dates to the 1960s (2, 4). Since then, 

many of the relevant problems have con-

cerned delegation and responsibility. As AI is 

used in ever more contexts, from recruitment 

to health care, understanding which tasks 

and decisions to entrust (delegate) to AI and 

how to ascribe responsibility for its perfor-

mance are pressing ethical problems. At the 

same time, as AI becomes invisibly ubiqui-

tous, new ethical challenges emerge. The pro-

tection of human self-determination is one 

of the most relevant and must be addressed 

urgently. The application of AI to profile us-

ers for targeted advertising, as in the case of 

online service providers, and in political cam-

paigns, as unveiled by the Cambridge Analyt-

ica case, offer clear examples of the potential 

of AI to capture users’ preferences and char-

acteristics and hence shape their goals and 

nudge their behavior to an extent that may 

undermine their self-determination. 

DELEGATION AND RESPONSIBILITY

AI applications are becoming pervasive. Us-

ers rely on them to deal with a variety of 

tasks, from delivering goods to ensuring na-

tional defense (5). Assigning these tasks to 

AI brings huge benefits to societies 

(see the photo). It lowers costs, re-

duces risks, increases consistency 

and reliability, and enables new 

solutions to complex problems. For 

example, AI applications can lower 

diagnostic errors by 85% in breast 

cancer patients (6), and AI cyberse-

curity systems can reduce the aver-

age time to identify and neutralize 

cyberattacks from 101 days to a few hours (5).

However, delegation may also lead to 

harmful, unintended consequences, espe-

cially when it involves sensitive decisions or 

tasks (7, 8) and excludes or even precludes 

human supervision (3). The case of COMPAS, 

an AI legal system that discriminated against 

African-American and Hispanic men when 

making decisions about granting parole (9), 

has become infamous. Robust procedures 

for human oversight are needed to minimize 

such unintended consequences and redress 

any unfair impacts of AI. 

Still, human oversight is insufficient if it 

deals with problems only after they occur. 

Techniques to explain AI and predict its 

outcomes are also needed. The Explainable 

Artificial Intelligence program of DARPA 

(Defense Advanced Research Project Agency) 

is an excellent example. The goal of this pro-

gram is to define new techniques to explain 

the decision-making processes of AI systems. 

This will enable users to understand how AI 

systems work, and designers and developers 

to improve the systems to avoid mistakes and 

mitigate the risks of misuse. To be success-

ful, similar projects must include an ethical 

impact analysis from the beginning, to assess 

AI’s benefits and risks and define guiding 

principles for an ethically sound design and 

use of AI. 

The effects of decisions or actions based 

on AI are often the result of countless in-

teractions among many actors, including 

designers, developers, users, software, and 

hardware. This is known as distributed 

agency (10). With distributed agency comes 

distributed responsibility. Existing ethi-

cal frameworks address individual, human 

responsibility, with the goal of allocating 

punishment or reward based on the ac-

tions and intentions of an individual. They 

were not developed to deal with distributed 

responsibility. 

Only recently have new ethical theories 

been defined to take distributed agency into 

account. The proposed theories rely on con-

tractual and tort liability (11) or on strict lia-

bility (12) and adopt a faultless responsibility 

model. This model separates responsibility 

of an agent from their intentions to perform 

a given action or their ability to control its 

outcomes, and holds all agents of a distrib-

uted system, such as a company, responsible. 

This is key when considering the case of AI, 

because it distributes moral responsibility 

among designers, regulators, and users. In 

doing so, the model plays a central role in 

preventing evil and fostering good, because 

it nudges all involved agents to adopt respon-

sible behaviors.

Establishing good practices for delegation 

and defining new models to ascribe moral re-

sponsibility are essential to seize the oppor-

tunities created by AI and address the related 

challenges, but they are still not enough. 

Ethical analyses must be extended to account 

for the invisible influence exercised by AI on 

human behavior. 

INVISIBILITY AND INFLUENCE

AI supports services, platforms, and devices 

that are ubiquitous and used on a daily ba-

sis. In 2017, the International Federation of 

Robotics suggested that by 2020, more than 

1.7 million new AI-powered robots will be 

installed in factories worldwide. In the same 

year, the company Juniper Networks issued 

a report estimating that, by 2022, 55% of 

households worldwide will have a voice as-

sistant, like Amazon Alexa. 

As it matures and disseminates, AI blends 

into our lives, experiences, and environ-
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ments and becomes an invisible facilitator 

that mediates our interactions in a conve-

nient, barely noticeable way. While creating 

new opportunities, this invisible integration 

of AI into our environments poses further 

ethical issues. Some are domain-dependent. 

For example, trust and transparency are cru-

cial when embedding AI solutions in 

homes, schools, or hospitals, whereas 

equality, fairness, and the protection 

of creativity and rights of employees 

are essential in the integration of AI 

in the workplace. But the integration 

of AI also poses another fundamental 

risk: the erosion of human self-deter-

mination due to the invisibility and 

influencing power of AI.

This invisibility enhances the in-

fluencing power of AI. With their 

predictive capabilities and relentless 

nudging, ubiquitous but impercepti-

ble, AI systems can shape our choices 

and actions easily and quietly. This is 

not necessarily detrimental. For ex-

ample, it may foster social interaction and 

cooperation (13). However, AI may also exert 

its influencing power beyond our wishes or 

understanding, undermining our control on 

the environment, societies, and ultimately 

on our choices, projects, identities, and lives. 

The improper design and use of invisible AI 

may threaten our fragile, and yet constitutive, 

ability to determine our own lives and identi-

ties and keep our choices open.

TRANSLATIONAL ETHICS

To deal with the risks posed by AI, it is imper-

ative to identify the right set of fundamental 

ethical principles to inform the design, regu-

lation, and use of AI and leverage it to benefit 

as well as respect individuals and societies. It 

is not an easy task, as ethical principles may 

vary depending on cultural contexts and the 

domain of analysis. This is a problem that the 

IEEE Global Initiative on Ethics of Autono-

mous and Intelligent Systems (14) tackles 

with the aim of advancing public debate on 

the values and principles that should under-

pin ethical uses of AI.

More important, some agreement on the 

fundamental principles is emerging. A re-

cent comparative analysis (15) of the main 

international initiatives focusing on AI eth-

ics highlights substantive overlap of the prin-

ciples endorsed by these initiatives and some 

of the key principles of bioethics, namely 

beneficence, nonmaleficence, autonomy, and 

justice. There is reason to be optimistic about 

further convergence, as other principles may 

be extracted from the Universal Declaration 

of Human Rights. This convergence will fos-

ter coherence, and hence compatibility, of dif-

ferent ethical frameworks for AI and provide 

overarching ethical guidance for the design, 

regulations, and uses of this technology. 

Once identified, ethical principles must 

be translated into viable guidelines to shape 

AI-based innovation. Such translation has 

precedents, especially in medicine, where 

translational research goes “from bench to 

bedside,” building on research advances in 

biology to develop new therapies and treat-

ments. Likewise, translational ethics builds 

on academic advances to shape regulatory 

and governance approaches. This approach 

underpins the forthcoming recommenda-

tions for the ethical design and regulation of 

AI to be issued by the AI4People project. 

Launched in the European Parliament in 

February 2018, AI4People was set up to help 

orient AI toward the good of society and ev-

eryone in it. The initiative combines efforts 

of a scientific committee of international ex-

perts and a forum of stakeholders, in consul-

tation with the High-Level Expert Group on 

Artificial Intelligence of the European Com-

mission, to propose a series of concrete and 

actionable recommendations for the ethical 

and socially preferable development of AI.

A translational ethics of AI needs to for-

mulate foresight methodologies to indicate 

ethical risks and opportunities and prevent 

unwanted consequences. Impact assessment 

analyses are an example of this methodology. 

They provide a step-by-step evaluation of the 

impact of practices or technologies deployed 

in a given organization on aspects such as 

privacy, transparency, or liability. 

Foresight methodologies can never map 

the entire spectrum of opportunities, risks, 

and unintended consequences of AI systems, 

but may identify preferable alternatives, valu-

able courses of action, likely risks, and miti-

gating strategies. This has a dual advantage. 

As an opportunity strategy, foresight meth-

odologies can help leverage ethical solutions. 

As a form of risk management, they can help 

prevent or mitigate costly mistakes, by avoid-

ing decisions or actions that are ethically 

unacceptable. This will lower the opportu-

nity costs of choices not made or options not 

seized for lack of clarity or fear of backlash. 

Ethical regulation of the design and use of 

AI is a complex but necessary task. The alter-

native may lead to devaluation of individual 

rights and social values, rejection of AI-based 

innovation, and ultimately a missed oppor-

tunity to use AI to improve individual well-

being and social welfare. Humanity 

learned this lesson the hard way when 

it did not regulate the impact of the 

industrial revolution on labor forces, 

and also when it recognized too late 

the environmental impact of massive 

industrialization and global consum-

erism. It has taken a very long time, 

social unrest, and even revolutions to 

protect workers’ rights and establish 

sustainability frameworks. 

The AI revolution is equally signifi-

cant, and humanity must not make 

the same mistake again. It is impera-

tive to address new questions about 

the nature of post-AI societies and 

the values that should underpin the 

design, regulation, and use of AI in these so-

cieties. This is why initiatives like the above-

mentioned AI4People and IEEE projects, the 

European Union (EU) strategy for AI, the EU 

Declaration of Cooperation on Artificial Intel-

ligence, and the Partnership on Artificial In-

telligence to Benefit People and Society are so 

important (see the supplementary materials 

for suggested further reading). A coordinated 

effort by civil society, politics, business, and 

academia will help to identify and pursue the 

best strategies to make AI a force for good and 

unlock its potential to foster human flourish-

ing while respecting human dignity.        j
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